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Overview

• Introduction

• Microeconomic model of time use

• CGE modelling of transport

• Preliminary testing and results

• Conclusion



Autonomous vehicles – a fantasy?



Impacts of autonomous vehicles

• First order

– Capacity benefits  - V2V and V2I communications – measured from traffic models, 

driving simulators, analytical methods

– Congestion mitigation, travel cost savings, accessibility, mode shift, safety

• Second order

– Shared mobility services, vehicle ownership, location choice, land use, demand for 

parking

• Third order

– Wider impacts on the economy, public health, energy, the environment



Changes in time use due to technology

• Labour – telecommuting/teleconferencing, mobile workstations

• Leisure – mobile-based activities, e-services

• Contrasting impacts on travel demand



Research problem

• Existing valuations of benefits – focused on direct transport impacts, particularly safety 

and congestion

• But why would you personally use an AV?

• Impacts of redirected time on the broader economy and welfare have been less 

explored

• Need a two-part modelling framework:

– Microeconomic behavioural model incorporating time use in AVs

– Broader economic and transport model to simulate changes in the transport network 

and flow-on effects to the economy



Utility maximisation with time and travel

• Utility over a set of goods 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛 from different regions

– 𝑢 = σ𝑖=1
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(CES form)

• Constraints

– Monetary: σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖 = ഥ𝑚 + 𝑤𝐿 (money spent on goods equals income)

– Time (resource): σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝑡𝑖 + 𝐿 = ҧ𝑡 (time spent travelling plus labour equals 24 hours)

– Travel time: 𝑡𝑖 = 𝑇𝑖𝜏𝑖𝑥𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 (travel time per unit of good)

• Captures substitution between regional varieties of a commodity with consideration of 

travel time; VTTS always equal to 𝑤



Incorporating travel utility

• Utility

– 𝑢 = σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝛼𝑖𝑥𝑖
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(adding in utility of travel time)

• Identical budget constraints

• Captures utility of travel time in substitution between regional varieties of a commodity

• VTTS falls as 𝛽𝑖 rises



Incorporating mode choice and value of time

• Introducing modes 𝑗 ∈ 𝑀

• Utility – nested CES

– 𝑢 = σ𝑖=1
𝑛 𝛼𝑖𝑥𝑖
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, where 𝑢𝑖 = σ𝑗=1
𝑚 𝛾𝑖,𝑗𝑡𝑖,𝑗
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• As the time per trip reduces for any mode, overall utility 𝑢 increases

• Proportion of time spent on each mode stays constant as all travel is priced at 𝑤

• VTTS is equal for all modes



Incorporating labour while travelling

• Introducing travelling wage 𝛿𝑖,𝑗 as a proportion of the full wage 𝑤

• Identical utility function

• VTTS is dependent on travelling wage 𝛿𝑖,𝑗

• Travel time on mode 𝑗 increases as the travelling wage 𝛿𝑖,𝑗 increases



What is CGE?

• CGE model = computable general equilibrium model

• Simulates the activities of people, businesses, government and other agents in an 

economy

– Production, distribution and consumption by markets and regions

• Can get outputs in terms of GDP, welfare, prices etc.



An integrated modelling framework

• CGE submodel: simulates households and firms interacting in markets over a set of 

regions 𝑅 and industries 𝐼

• Trip generation:

– Household activities generate daily commuting, shopping and leisure vehicle trips

– Firm activities generate daily freight trips

– Trips are converted into OD demands between travel zones 𝑍 for time periods 𝑇

• Transport submodel: assigns trips for each time period to the road network

• Time prices: returned to the CGE submodel



An integrated modelling framework
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CGE submodel

• Sets: regions 𝑅 and industries 𝐼, with one industry specified as a freight service

• Economic agents: firms 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐼 × 𝑅, households 𝐻 ⊆ 𝑅 × 𝐹, foreign market, government

• Commodities: goods (one per firm), labour (one per firm), capital

• Assumptions: open markets, perfect competition with constant returns to scale in 

production
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Preliminary testing

• Preliminary scenarios – increasing time endowments

– Introduction of AVs without travel time allocated to labour and leisure

– Introduction of AVs with travel time allocated to labour and leisure

• AVs modelled by increasing the capacities of links in the road network (BPR functions)

– All results in the model driven from this change



Model for Sydney

• Coding

– Script in AMPL, CGE submodel solved as an MCP using PATH

• Specifications

– Regions: 14 Statistical Areas Level 4 (SA4s) covering Sydney

– Industries: 2 (1 freight service, 1 all others)

• Data

– IELab (input–output tables), Sydney Strategic Travel Model (STM) for travel zone 

demand and road network, Household Travel Survey

– Should be treated as synthetic for testing purposes



Road network

• Based on the 2011 Sydney Strategic Travel 

Model (STM) OD demands and network

• Network refined to 1,898 links and 791 nodes 

representing all of Sydney’s arterials and 

freeways

• BPR parameters adjusted to Google Maps 

observations
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Results
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Conclusion

• This research investigates the economic impacts of time use in AVs

• Two-part modelling framework

– Microeconomic model of behaviour in AVs

– Broader economic and transport model

• Next steps

– Finalising the implementation of the microeconomic model

– Model validation and sensitivity analysis


